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tourist destination. They were so loud that that I
had to cut short my final conversation with a
friend who was about to embark on an indefinite
overseas jaunt, simply because I couldn’t hear
her! But one can’t stay anchored here forever –
there are stipulated time limits around the
southern end of the Gold Coast - and we found
ourselves being filmed twice by the authorities
to ensure compliance; firstly by a barge near
Australia Fair, and secondly by a GCWA vessel
(Gold Coast Water Authority) when we were
anchored outside ‘Bums Bay’ (Marine Stadium)
at Main Beach.

Gold Coast to Melbourne
1000 nautical miles!!

When we did move, we found the helicopter
noise outside Marine Stadium seemed somewhat
less than when anchored across the channel
near Australia Fair, probably because of the
designated aerial routes, not because of the
location of the base - which is technically closer
to the Bum’s Bay anchorage. In fact, the barking
of the seals in the afternoon and evening from
Sea World were a more memorable sound at this
anchorage, than the howling of the helicopter
engines.

A new month! Thankfully the last one was over!
Whilst November turned out to be frustrating, and
a time we would rather forget, December wasn’t
going to be totally relaxing either. Timelines are
killers in the sailing game, but we had planned on
spending the ‘Christmas Break’ in Melbourne.
Melbourne was about 1000 nautical miles south of The Marine Stadium Anchorage is busy and
the Gold Coast (give or take) and at the start of the things we had to watch in this anchorage
month the weather wasn’t really playing ball. included the following:
Would we make it? Without putting ourselves, or • an adjacent boat (who had come in later than
Sengo, at risk, only time would tell.
us) drag slowly out toward the channel; the

Southport and Main Beach
Southern Gold Coast waters
The advantage of being anchored off the
Broadwater Parklands in Southport on the Gold
Coast is the access to the shops (including the
Australia Fair complex), cafes and public
transport, and a delightful walking track for some
distance along the foreshore between the Nerang
River and Loders Creek at Labrador. The main
disadvantage is the noise – the jet boats are loud
but specifically, it is the many tourist helicopters
who circle above, we assume in a predefined
route so as not to run into each other, which
make the area sound more like the occupied hills
of the Vietnam (American) War than a popular
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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traverse occurring over several days and
whilst they worked on other issues on the
boat, they didn’t seem to want to pick up their
anchor and reset.
a large motor boat who anchored a bit too
close to us on our port side. Fortunately after
some interesting swinging directions, that
had us within a few meters of each other, he
moved a little further away.
a 60-plus foot motor yacht using his bow
thrusters to back out of a tight space next to
us (in the dark). He seemed lost, and tried
again to penetrate the throng of yachts only to
put his anchor down right next to our
adjacent dragging yacht. He was probably
within 10 or so meters of the dragging yacht
and this engendered a ‘colourful direction’ to
move along. The skipper of the motor yacht
would have been sober – the revellers at the
2
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back of the boat were probably not and the
two individuals at the anchor seemed to be
slurring their words. I don’t know where he
eventually ended up but several yachts
hearing all the commotion put full lights on to
indicate their position.
And of course December is the festive season, so
party boats full of revelers also weaved their
way amongst anchored yachts; unfortunately
producing uncomfortable bow waves and loud
heckling. One vessel even had a stripper and I
was surprised to see a topless woman emerge
from amongst a raucous bunch of blokes on one
particular top deck. Jet boats scooted through
the anchorage near Australia Fair (ignoring the
6 knot signs) but only touched the south end of
the anchorage outside the Coast Guard near
Marine Stadium. Jet skis were everywhere and
they didn’t care how close they got to you or
how fast they were going. A couple of fishing
charter boats near Marine Stadium also
produced bow waves of less than comfortable
dimensions. But despite all this, we weren’t
moving - the anchorage outside Marine Stadium
was well protected from the south-east winds,
winds which were responsible for our delayed
departure.
When we finally left the Gold Coast, the journey
south was initially fast; an 18 hour sojourn in
Port Stephens (to sit out southerly winds)
between one 36 hour and one 44 hour segment
in which we traveled approximately 600
nautical miles. Then we had to wait. Whilst Eden
is a nice spot, we didn’t spend much time
ashore, the weather being the predominant
cause. Severe weather warnings were in force
along the entire eastern seaboard of Australia; a
cyclone affecting weather patterns up north and
an ‘east coast low’ affecting weather patterns
coming
across
from
South
Australia.
Subsequently we hunkered through three days
of rain and thunderstorms before we could
eventually stretch our legs on dry land.
Fortunately we got no hail…having just had our
dints in the gel coat fixed (not cheaply I might
add) we certainly didn’t want any more.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Boats aren’t the only ‘vehicles’ using
this anchorage.

Making sure we don’t overstay!

Art imitating life – see top right hand corner

Bridge over Nerang River
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Southport/Main Beach
1st December 2018. The Mayors Christmas Carols. Upon our first
sojourn onto land after our slipway experience last month on the
Thursday afternoon (29th November) we had discovered that the
open area adjacent to our Southport anchorage was hosting the
Mayors Christmas Carols on the 1st December. The highlighted stars
were to be Kate Cebrano and Anthony Callea. I thought I had read
that the program would start at around 5pm (for the kiddies) but
we didn’t end up hearing much of this. We were initially anchored
just north of the jetty and had been surprised that no exclusion zone
had been mapped out for the fireworks that were to occur after the
event. As Bums Bay had been cordoned off for a couple of days prior
a wakeboarding event, we then concluded that perhaps the
fireworks were going to be activated from the tops of the nearby
buildings instead of our initial assumption, the water. However, this
was not the case and at around 1600 on 1st December a lone barge
came by and hailed us. This was the fireworks barge. His exclusion
zone from his chosen set up location only encompassed one boat.
We were it. Really! The boat next door that had arrived an hour
earlier was not affected. We had to move. We were not amused!

Fireworks from the water after
the Christmas Carols at Southport

This of course meant trying to find a spot at the other end of the anchorage and not end up in the main
channel. Our back cockpit at the time of moving was facing the concert area. If we moved south and
conditions stayed the same then we would be facing away from the music, and whilst noise travels over
water easily at night, we would be further away. In the end however the tide changed, our back cockpit
faced the music and Andrew and I settled down to enjoy the show. We couldn’t see anything of course,
and the earlier entertainers either didn’t have the projection of voice or their acoustic set up was not as
good as it should have been, but the experience improved mightily once the two final acts came to the
stage. And yes, the night did have other distractions, the occasional traffic noise came through in the lull
between songs, and the party barges totally interrupted the flow by blaring out pop music as they passed
within a few meters, but for free entertainment it was a pleasant evening. The fire works as such were
moderate but enjoyable, but as the wind was blowing north-east we got the resultant smoke as well as
the light show.
4th December 2018 - Stretching the legs! The 2nd and 3rd December were windy days and it was just as
easy to stay on boat than get out in the rough weather. On the 4th however we started to make up for our
sedentary activities of the previous month. It was a delightful morning, the sun was out and I convinced
Andrew that a stroll before a shopping run would ensure that we got some exercise, just in case the
planned afternoon stroll didn’t happen. As it was we did both.
The morning stroll lead us south along the Broadwater Parklands to the Nerang River, under the bridge
and back to Australia Fair. On the way we discovered a small Woolworths in the bottom of an office
tower and a couple of lovely looking cafes with Broadwater outlooks. We didn’t stop at these however,
choosing a café in the Australia Fair Complex for our morning tea instead. Accessing this was an
adventure in itself. Because we had come from a different, previously unknown, direction, we followed a
fellow pedestrian up a laneway and into the side of the Australia Fair building. We expected to find
ourselves in the shopping complex but instead found ourselves in the car park and there was a longer
than expected walk to the lift well (through the car park and past a large area for bike racks (including a
pole with bike related ‘fix it’ tools)). The lift headed up into offices and we had to ask which floor to get
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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out of, in order to get to the shopping levels. When we finally acknowledge his mistake here. This has
left us with a monumental clean up
left the complex, after our shopping run, we left usual way.
operation….thankfully I haven’t got
The move over to ‘Bums Bay’ was non eventful but the inlet
anything else planned for the next
seemed awfully full from the outside. We didn’t bother going in
year!!
for reconnaissance. Every other time we have anchored in this
area we have ended right up the back of the waterway which To relieve some of the tension from this
turns out to be someway from the boat ramp and jetty, so this shock, I decided perhaps a good walk
time we decided to anchor out the front instead. There were was in order. We tied the tinnie up to
five boats in this anchorage when we anchored. There were 14 the boat ramp dock and walked south.
Another boatie had told us there was a
by the time we left several days later.
market on somewhere but we didn’t
The afternoon stroll was a good stretch of the legs; a total
find it. We continued down south
distance of around 6 kilometres. Heading straight into the
passed the Main Beach Pavillion and
narrow section of land that separates Marine Stadium from the
after several kilometres (past where the
outside ocean we took the Ocean Walkway south to Main
first trans pacific telephone cable
Beach, stopping at the Main Beach Pavilion Cafe for a drink
landed on Australian soil) stopped for a
before returning via the south section of the Federation Walk ;
cuppa at Rhapsody Beachside Café. The
quicker than I’d hoped because of impending storms. The
time was ripe for an early lunch
birdlife was active (although not prolific, it was early afternoon
however the kitchen was closed for
after all), and the main species seen were fig birds and bar
another 20 minutes. Instead of waiting,
shouldered doves. Other birds seen on this stroll included a
after some advice as to where we were
brush turkey, willy wagtail, Australian magpie and grey fantail.
from a local, we headed south for
th
th
th
7 December 2018. The 5 and 6 December were again another 800 meters or so. Here we
windy and we stayed on boat. On the 7th December we took a found ourselves in Cavill Street; the
small stroll to the Seaway to check out the conditions for an main tourist area for Surfers Paradise.
impending departure on the 8th. Despite the forecast the Having previously perused a tourist
seaway looked reasonably benign but there was no boat in the brochure we sought out Shiraz, the
right place for us to make an accurate judgment. We noticed Persian Restaurant on Surfers Paradise
Take it Easy sail past toward the south and waved – now if Boulevard. Twenty minutes after we
they had only turned left... The swell predictions were around 2 got there the place was full. Sadly the
meters, as they were going to be for the following day. The other restaurants around it were
height of the swell wasn’t bothering us, but after discussions lacking patrons. Clearly we had chosen
with two other boats, we were convinced that perhaps its well. The food was delicious.
south-easterly direction wasn’t so convenient. Accordingly, we Now to get back. We found we were a
decided to postpone our departure and after a cuppa at the bit foot sore so initially we had
kiosk we walked back to the boat ramp via the north section of considered a tram for an easier trip
the Federation Walk. Afternoon tea was on Take it Easy (after home. Except the tram only gets us so
rescuing a couple of young kids (and their tinnie) from a close to our destination and then it
sandbank (their brand new boat leaks and the engine had would be a bus or a further walk. A
stopped working)).
quick chat to a transport officer
8th December 2018. I had just begun to fully relax after our
stressful slipway experience and finally got the nous to go and
start a rust run on our stanchions. Unfortunately before I got
far I discovered that the epoxy overspray (mentioned in
Aboard Sengo 2018) had not been cleaned off these and a
search of Google indicated that a heat gun was the only way
listed to remove it. You can imagine I was ‘a bit beyond Not
Happy’. The contractor hadn’t responded to my earlier request
for advice for the hatches so I suspect he wasn’t going to
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

suggested the bus - the 705 - goes all
the way to Sea World. It was then only a
short walk back to the tinnie from
there.
Next time we are here, I will extend the
walk to Pacific Fair –- a shopping centre
around twice as far as Surfers’ Paradise.
They provide a courtesy bus to get
home!
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Gold Coast to Eden
9th - 11th December 2018 We finally exited the
Gold Coast Seaway at around 0840 on 9th
December and raised the sail after getting past
the bar. We had discussed raising the sail before
we left – other boats did – and in hindsight this
would have been easier – Andrew was bouncing
around on the top of the boat swearing at the
rigger – who had put a few extra knots in the line
on top of the sail that Andrew initially couldn’t
get undone. Sail up and reefed we headed toward
Point Danger, tacking into the wind (and
subsequently sailing away from our goal because
of the wind angle). Andrew was hoping a short
stint at hand sailing would allow him to angle up
with minimal tacks to get around Point Danger
but it wasn’t to be and two more tacks were
needed to get the line. Because of the wind angle
our speed wasn’t great but after we rounded
Point Danger it was much better. Our SOG (speed
over ground) was reading 8s, 9s, 10s and then
finally 11’s, which we held for several hours – but
the price was distance off shore – we were
chasing the east coast current – which seemed to
be in predictions around the 154 degree mark.
We settled around the 153 plus degree area and
had a roaring sail. Eventually the wind angle
changed and the speed dropped. Our SOG
decreased to 7s and 8s and eventually dropped
down to 6s (and a bit less on occasion) when the
wind swing around to almost directly behind us and the genoa came in as it was flopping
unceremoniously out the front. At around 0300
on the 10th Andrew discovered the reef line had
broken so there was a concerted effort at the time
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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to see if we could fix this. We couldn’t. On top of
this issue, that pesky car that has given us jip
twice before, was also noted to have dislodged
from the mast again. We raised the sail to full
height and continued on, until, after an email
exchange with another boat, a few hundred
nautical miles to the south, prompted us to check
the weather again. The wonderful window to get
us to Melbourne had been blocked - there was
now a southerly on the way, and something we
didn’t want to sail into. Looking at our options,
and seeing that we were so far off shore, we
decided to drop the main whilst we still had
daylight (dropping the main in the middle of the
night was not a looked forward to prospect) and
motored directly for Port Stephens – a further 60
nautical miles south west. It was raining when we
arrived and we thankfully held at our first try at
anchoring (Shoal Bay has large patches of weed),
way off shore so we didn’t get tangled up in the
mooring buoys further in. Two other boats
arrived after we went to bed at 0300.
11th –13th December 2018. It was overcast at 0730
and there was a band of rain to the north, but
nothing over the Port Stephens waterway.
Andrew slept in for another hour whilst I got up
to look around. We were indeed a fair way out!
The southerly predicted wind was still forecast
but it was due to ease up late afternoon. It would
be a motor down to Pittwater, near Sydney. In the
mean time we took it easy, caught up with
Temptress when they moved around to Shoal
Bay, and late in the afternoon managed to put the
car back into the mast and the batten back into
the car.
We left Port Stephens under motor around 2000.
When we reached the outskirts of Sydney and I
got up for the 0600 shift, the main went up – full
of course, as we couldn’t fix the issue with the
reef until we got to Melbourne. This worked well
for several hours, until the wind dropped and
there was a stint of motor sailing. The wind came
up again and the engines finally went off. The
winds were mainly north-east, and almost
directly behind us, but the strength was good
enough for a decent sail – we were traveling again
at 10- 12 knots SOG into the evening. The sea was
fortunately relatively flat. Finally, on this stint, we
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uncomfortable, and it was raining. It was also
squally and we did get wind readings during
this time of up to 42 knots True. I called Marine
Rescue Eden and logged on; perhaps, under the
circumstances it was a good idea to let someone
know we were out here in this. At the time of
the call our speed over ground was back to 11’s
but around an hour or so later the wind
inexplicably dropped to 15 knots True – 15
knots behind us doesn’t give us enough wind to
sail fast. We weren’t going to raise the main sail
just in case this was only a temporary lull so we
adjusted our arrival time at Eden and continued
on. The irony was that the last 10 or so nautical
miles into port were travelled under motor - the
true wind speed had dropped again – to 10
knots behind us – which left an apparent wind
we just can’t utilize (not without a spinnaker
anyway – and under the circumstances we
weren’t going to raise ours).
actually saw some wildlife -being visited by three
pods of dolphins; at sunrise, at morning tea and at
sunset.
And then the wind picked up another notch. True
wind speeds read 20’s to 25’s. That wasn’t so bad.
Then they read high 20’s – 30’s (True). That had our
attention. And then when the true wind read in the
low thirties we thought it time to drop the main. Of
course by this time it was 2200 and the seas had
picked up so we found ourselves dropping the sail
in the dark and against the tide. Of course this also
meant that Andrew ended up bouncing around on
the top deck tidying up the sail bag – at the same
time we were almost in a bee line with a cargo ship.
We did have our foredeck light on to help make us
‘more’ ‘see-able’ – and fortunately the ship passed
us inshore at half a nautical mile. We spent the rest
of the night sailing with a double-reefed genoa only
(plus a little bit as the wind pulled the furler out a
bit) and the seas gradually increased. And so still
did the wind. By morning we had made great
progress – without the main sail our SOG was of
course down a bit – but we were still doing 9s to
10s. Listening to the weather on VHF from Marine
Rescue Eden the wind warning forecast was
predicted to be up to the 20-25’s knot range. We
were at this stage east off Bermagui. And our gauges
were reading 38! The swell was in the 2.5-3 meter
range,
but
fortunately
not
excessively
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

The Eden VMR (Volunteer Marine Rescue) told
us that there are now two public moorings in
Eden – near Cattle Bay. Circling the one that was
free we discovered the rating was high enough
for our boat, but we thought we might try to
anchor instead. Our attempt unfortunately put
us too close to another boat (ironically the one
that had dragged near Bums Bay) and so we
circled back and picked up the mooring; me
almost losing both the boat hook and my fingers
in the attempt. With engines finally off it was
time for a cuppa – the trip from Port Stephens
had been close enough to 44 hours and we were
exhausted!
Last time we were here we were anchored very
close to this spot. The call of the bell birds from
shore is prolific; there are several patches of
bush around occupied by a variety of bird life. In
2015 there was also a ‘million’ swallows that
invaded our lifelines. We waited for them to
arrive.

Eden
14th December 2018. The peaceful night sleep
overnight that I had expected was not to be.
Because of the wind and tide and the way we sat
in the water, the night was penetrated with the
bumping of the mooring buoy on the hull. I got
7
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had diminished, and the original idea of moving on
Tuesday now seemed more probable. During the
middle of the day the sun came out, a bit, and it
was almost inviting to go to shore. But more rain
was on the way. Grey clouds gathered from mid
afternoon and we watched a band of rain travel
south on the bom.gov.au rain radar. At 1730 the
world started to grumble. At 1735 a bolt and a
crack and a boom occurred simultaneously near
us. The same happened at 1747. Thunder,
lightening, and rain. And more rain. More thunder,
more lightening and more rain. The previous
evening was supposed to have been the optimum
time to watch the gemalids But the night sky was
covered in cloud. So was this evening’s so the only
thing noted was the waves rocking into shore on
the adjacent beach.

up just about every hour and adjusted the ropes,
sometimes in the rain, sometimes not. And just
when the two plastic entities weren’t dancing
together and all was quiet, Tiger decided it was
time for his early breakfast! I probably got less
sleep here than I had the previous few nights on
the move!
The day itself was a sheet of uniform grey. And it
rained. And it drizzled. And it rained. And it
drizzled. Did I mention it rained? Boy are we glad
the windows and gunwale rubbing strip were now
sealed. The plants, having been kept inside for
several days, were put outside for a fresh watering
and were drowning in H2O before I pulled them
back under the back porch. To stop the incessant
noise of the banging buoy we jury rigged some
fenders around the pointy bit of the boat so the
buoy wouldn’t keep hitting our hulls. This didn’t
stop the banging on the front of the boat however
(the aluminium cross bar), and that in effect was
louder than the hull bumps - but at least liable to
do less damage!

16th December 2018. We dropped the mooring
this morning (having hogged it for two nights
more than the rules) and put down the anchor. We
noted the cloud cover had cleared for a short while
but in the afternoon life was dominated by rain
again. At 1515 thunder and lightening again
cracked at the same time making hearts
metaphorically rise through our mouths. Chatting
to locals on the 17th December we discovered the
lightening had actually hit the water next to the
crane involved in the building for the new cruise
ship jetty. This was someway from us but,
relatively speaking – it was still way too close!
Another local commented that she hadn’t seen rain
and conditions like those of the previous couple of
nights in this area for twenty years! In an overall
sense we were however lucky – areas north of
Sydney and in South East Queensland had harsher
storms…and lots of hail.

15th December 2018. We woke to fog and rain,
which eventually cleared. A couple of other boats
had come in to the anchorage overnight but the
boat that had had picked up the police mooring
moved late morning. Looking at bom.gov.au the
possible option to continue our journey on Sunday
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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17th December 2018. Sunshine. ‘The epitome of a sunny day; blue
skies with fluffy cumulous clouds. The internet predicted minimal
chance of rain and for most of the day, and minimal winds. We
headed to shore – we were again desperate for some exercise, but
more importantly we needed to restock the larder. Landing at
Cattle Bay we took the short cut to the main street (up the
exceptionally steep easement) before rewarding ourselves for our
efforts at the bakery. We were hoping that the vanilla slice was
going to be as good as the one we’d enjoyed in 2013! The baker has
been here 38 years so far so we had no reason to think otherwise. A
window shop and a few sundry purchases around town before a
reasonable larder food shop (we didn’t go too far ‘overboard’, we
were after all hoping to be in Melbourne within a week) and back to
boat (via the less steep, and more dignified, road). Plans for a
marina in Cattle Bay might just make this access inaccessible next
time we are here – as this development proposal is private.
However a government marina in Snug Cove where the current
wharves are may get built first. I am sure there is plenty of
politicking going on around in this town.
After lunch we moved over to Nullica Bay, past the Sea Shepherd
vessel, the Steve Irwin, and anchored off Torarago Point.
Technically, East Boyd Bay would provide more protection from the
coming south easterly but if there is a military ammunition pickup
and we miss the call out, we may be stuck there; and the coming
weather window to Melbourne was not to be missed if we wanted
to make it by the Christmas Day!

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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the end of the Rye Pier. The anchor was down a few minutes
before dark, dinner was had ten minutes later (thawed-out preth
th
18
– 20
December 2018. cooked chicken curry) and we both fell into bed shortly
Spending 2.5 hours in the afternoon afterwards. Making up for lost sleep, I slept for 10 hours. Andrew
of the 20th December wallowing in slept for 11.
2-plus meter swell in 20 plus knots The most uncomfortable part of sail from Eden had been the
of wind outside the Port Phillip waiting outside the Port Phillip Heads. The rest of the journey had
Heads in order to make the crossing been relatively benign in the grand scheme of things, with only a
of the rip as close to slack tide as few really awkward moments. There was a mixture of motor
possible, was, quite frankly, just not sailing (at a slightly wider angle than preferred) from Eden to
comfortable! The official time of Green Cape, sailing from Green Cape to just west of Wilsons Prom
slack tide was around 1950. We and then a short stint of engines on and off until we got a straight
crossed the rip at 1900. Officially sail to The Heads. The wind angle changed from north east to
there was a little over an hour and a south during this last section but the strength was strong enough
half of sun left but it was overcast for us to keep the genoa out (and in the end perhaps a little too
and there was rain in the air, even if strong). This was unexpected, we had expected to motor from the
the rain radar on bom.gov.au didn’t ‘Prom to the ‘Heads. It was just unfortunate that we landed at the
have it touching the ground. Heads several hours early; with the side on swell in wallowing
Therefore, it was darker than it mode at times coming over the top of the deck and splashing onto
should have been, and an hour and a the cabin roof. Tiger was not amused!
half was probably not enough time
to get to our original Plan A Somewhere between Gabo Island and Wilsons Promontory the
destination, Portarlington – which main had let go of her sheet again and she ended up back in the
lies on the Bellarine Peninsula on bag. It was frustrating that it happened, but perhaps it was just as
the way to Corio Bay and Geelong. well. We had been, of course, running full main (as we couldn’t
Because we were running out of reef) and the wind was such that the genoa provided enough
daylight the decision was made to momentum.
head for Sorrento on the south side Other boats had left Eden around the same time as us but we lost
of the Bay instead, which was much them around Gabo and in the eastern end of Bass Strait. Our only
closer. Sorrento has five pubic radio contact was a response to Cobia – (oil rig) who was trying to
moorings but only two are officially get a radio check from his fellow metallic behemoths, but none of
for boats our length, but in the them would respond…so it was a lowly yacht to the rescue.
windy circumstances I decided it
might be safer to anchor (having Wildlife seen on this journey included Australasian gannets,
nearly lost my fingers in Eden, the shearwaters (spp not deduced), shy albatross’, several pods of
last time we picked up a mooring in dolphins, and one crested tern, who rested on our cabin top. He
decent winds). However, my chosen left after 45 minutes but only because we had scared him by
anchoring spot (away from the adjusting the mainsheet in order to pack away the main sail.
other boats) was a fair way out and All up, this led had been a 60-hour journey; we had picked up the
was fully exposed to the wind, there anchor at Eden at
being a fair fetch coming from a around 0900 on
direction we were not expecting. On the
18th
top of this, Sengo just didn’t seem to December 2018.
want to reverse facing into the wind We had put down
(it was blowing 25-odd knots by this the anchor at Rye
time). So with a skipper not at 2100 on the
particularly happy at being so 20th
December
exposed, Plan C was enacted in 2018, a full two
reducing light, and we ended up off and a half days
Sengo off the end of the Rye Pier
later.

Eden to Port Phillip Bay

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Drying out on our bow

21st December 2018. The irony! The wind gauge read
0.00! Where was the 15-20 knots that was originally
predicted? This would have been perfect weather to
come into dock but, with 25-plus nautical miles to get to
the marina and a strong wind warning predicting 30
knots in a few hours, we weren’t going to push our luck.
Although we hadn’t got up early enough to be ready to take
advantage of the zero wind conditions, we did eventually head to
town late morning in slight winds to have a walk and a look
around. There is a path that runs along the coast and we headed
east to stretch our legs. The path is mostly behind the tea tree here,
protected from the beach, and there were a few birds flitting
around the vegetation, the most interesting of which was a little
wattle bird. Unfortunately the avian fauna here was dominated by
introduced species; starlings, pigeons and Indian miners, although
in the background we thought we heard wrens tittering. There was
a high percentage of rain predicted and as the first drops came
down we turned around (at about the Tootgarook sign). We
needn’t have panicked, those first drops were all that there was.
The township of Rye was gazetted in 1861, and cattle had been run
in the area since 1837, but the main ‘industry’ early on was lime
burning. Access to the town during this era was by steamer and the
pier was once a lot longer than it is now, and held a high tide and a
low tide landing. After World War II holiday houses were built and
according to one of the ‘interps’ boards, tourism remains the
stalwart of the local economy.
The north side of the main street in the vicinity of the pier includes
the hotel, several cafes, several ‘fish and chip’ shops, clothes shops,
two op-shops, gift shops, real estate agents and houses that range
from historic dwellings built in the early 1900’s to modern
architecturally designed mansions. The locality also has a
pharmacy, a heath food shop, delicatessen and supermarket.
On the beach side, immediately behind the tea tree on the south
side of the main street (the tea tree is only prevalent apparently
because the early settlers cut the she-oaks down to fire the lime
kilns) are picnic areas and caravan parks. The beaches are either
dog friendly or they are not, or only during specified hours
overnight.
After a lunch of fish and chips, eaten in the park and overseen by
several hungry, (with one particularly demanding) silver gulls, we
took the foreshore path west for a short while, behind another
caravan park, before looping back to the boat ramp, picking up our
tinnie and heading back to boat just as the predicted 25 knots of
the strong wind warning came in. The afternoon was spent quietly
on board waiting for the wind and the rain.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

A snoop into an op shop on spec
taught me the lesson that ‘you
have to be quick’. A set of four
cushions looked like they would
look good in our back cockpit. I
picked up one to show Andrew
and then went back to pick up
the other three. In a manner of a
minute, the other three had been
picked up by someone else, paid
for and had headed out the door.
I ran after the purchaser to offer
her the fourth – but she was
nowhere to be seen. I bought the
one I had in my hand anyway
and vowed never to leave
anything that I was interested in
on the shelf again!

What a wonderful security
guard! Apparently there are
at least two of these beauties
that live around the pier. A
local tells me however that
the local fisherman cut off
the tail of one so it wouldn’t
sting them! How horrible!
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22nd – 31st December. 2018. After a pleasant five-hour sail to Portarlington and a brief overnight stop
(with a magnificent moon) we finally headed into do at Wyndham Harbour for an extended stay from the
23rd December. An attempt at filling up Sengo’s fuel tanks before docking was not successful (the pump
was not working) and I managed to leave my purse on top of the bowser (the other side of the harbour
from the marina). It was one of many dippy things I did that day but fortunately I got better (a lovely
staff member at Wyndham Harbour retrieved the purse by boat) I am blaming the full moon!. On the 24th
we picked up a hire car, we spent the 25th up in the hills with family and then spent the rest of the month
exploring the local area; Grahams Conservation Reserve, Werribee South, Cheetham Wetlands and the
RAAF Museum. New Years Eve was spent at friends in the ‘burbs.

Wetlands Tower
The ‘Monument to Migration and
Aspirations’ stands as a viewing ‘Wetlands
Tower’ over the marshes of the Cheetham
Wetlands, adjacent the historic Point Cook
Homestead. A plaque providing information
on the tower project is attached to a rock on
the approaching path. There were once
other plaques on the monument but we
don’t know what these were about – they
had been ‘commandeered.’
Melbourne lies to the north-east, Port
Phillip Bay to the east and encroaching very
close to the west is the housing estate of
Point Cook. Although we could see this was
potentially good habitat, we didn’t notice
many birds here, and only a few migratory
shore birds. Evidence of pest mammals
however was obvious; a bold fox crossed
our path and rabbit holes threatened to
collapse the walkway to the tower (we did
report this to Parks Vic and it was repaired
soon after).

Wetland marshes
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

The Wetland Tower – Monument to Migration and Aspirations

Wetland marshes

Encroaching housing estates!
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Grahams Wetland
Conservation Reserve.
26th December 2018. Werribee South. ‘A
quiet evening walk to the setting sun found
us in a conservation area with essentially
no official tracks. Footfalls or old vehicle
tracks were followed in the main so we
didn’t disturb the wetland heath (official
vegetation type listing not known) but in
some places tromping (carefully to ensure
minimal damage) on the plants was
necessary to get to the next bare patch. The
reserve runs upstream along the Werribee
River from Werribee South along the back
of houses and market gardens. Some tracks
are growing over and there is what was/is
clearly a BMX track in the middle of it (age
not obvious). We spent around an hour
and a half wandering and looking for birds;
the species closest to the houses being the
ubiquitous foreign invaders of sparrows,
rock pigeons and blackbirds. There was
lots of twittering in the long grasses and we
hoped these would be reed warblers or
cisticolas or birds of that ilk but none of
them showed themselves to be identified.
There were a few groups of blue wrens, a
pair of Richards’s pipit (probably), and
several ravens. Closer to the water or along
the water’s edge were oystercatchers,
magpies, mudlarks, intermediate heron’s,
white faced herons, pelicans and white ibis.
Surprisingly we saw no waders. Some
individual planting has been attempted but
only a few tree guards had live plants in
them.

Werribee River: Grahams Wetland Conservation Reserve

Grahams Wetland Conservation Reserve

Werribee River: Grahams Wetland Conservation Reserve

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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RAAF Museum Point Cook
The RAAF Museum at Point Cook
was established in 1952 as a
‘repository for preservation of
aircraft, documents and other
memorabilia associated with the
AFC [Australian Flying Corps] and
RAAF [Royal Australian Air Force]’*
but it wouldn’t be until 1972 when
the public was allowed access. The
site consists of several hangers full
of varied aircraft that have been
used across the history of the site
and a ‘museum’ with a brief
commentary on the RAAF (and its
predecessor’s)
involvement
in
various world conflicts, including a
highlighted
history
of
the
involvement of women in the force.
The ‘museum’ itself consists of a few
galleries over two levels but I
skipped through most of it. Firstly I
am over war; in the past ten years,
I’ve read enough about it and seen
enough of where it was fought in
Europe and Asia that I’ve had my fill.
Andrew however spent more time in
this area. Whilst there were a couple
of interesting exhibits in this section,
it was impossible for me to
concentrate; there are several audio
visual sections on repeat scattered
throughout the gallery, and whilst
each audio was such that it was not
too intrusive on the rest of the
gallery (although they do affect the
displays around them) there is also a
background audio throughout from
above, so concentrating on reading
the panels was sometimes next to
impossible. The interps itself (the
panels that I actually read) is, in the
main, well written and reasonably
clear and informative (except I got
lost in all the acronyms of the
various
groups
within
the
organisation).
A few however
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should have not passed the
editor. Two refer to dates that
are oncoming, but are now
close to two decades old. And
initially, one seems to have
initially written the word
initially three times in initially
three sentences. It is enough to
make any writer cringe!
Lighting was also missing on a couple of panels near the Bell Uh1B Helicopter to the point you would have had to strain your
eyes to read them.
The aircraft/vehicles in the hangers represent the vehicles that
the RAAF used in its history at Point Cook, across Australia and
across the world. Each individual machine either has a direct
connection to Point Cook RAAF Base, or is significant in the
history of its service. A couple are the only examples of
particular models left in the world and may be originals or
creations of the parts of the last several remaining individuals.
Outside on the tarmac are a Hawker Siddeley and a de Havilland
Caribou. The Restoration Hanger was closed. We visited the
museum over two days, the first day being quite hot and we’d
started the visit late in the morning, so we only lasted just over
an hour. The second was better timed but if I go again I will
avoid school holidays and weekends – the hangers are large and
the echo of small children does not allow one to concentrate on
the information presented. According to airforce.gov.au Point
Cook is the ‘oldest continually operating military airfield in the
world’. The RAAF Base at Point Cook is however now mainly
used for training. Photos are okay for the museum but not
outside on the grounds (although I think, reading the guide I
may have been able to photograph the outside museum
exhibits). There is a café on site but it wasn’t going to be open
until the 22nd January.
The museum is manned by volunteers and is free to get in.
Donations however are appreciated.

This poor girl made
one reconnaissance
mission of Heard
Island before
crashing in 1947.
She was rescued
(and restored)
around 40 years
later.
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